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DO AS DIRECTED: 

 

 

1. Choose the sentence that does not have a transitive verb. 

A The moon shimmers. 

B I killed a lion. 

C I stole the books. 

D I recited a poem. 

 

2. Choose the sentence that does not have an intransitive verb. 

A Donkeys bray. 

B The boat capsized. 

C Cheetahs run fast. 

D Girls wear skirts. 

 

3. Choose the sentence that does not have a transitive verb. 

A Madhuri painted a picture. 

B The young man walks fast. 

C Young boys like chocolates. 

D I drove the car quite fast. 

 

4. Choose the sentence that does not have an intransitive verb. 

A I jog. 

B The child gurgles. 

C I saw a movie. 

D She sobs. 

 

 

 Choose the correct option for each of the questions: 

1. Can you make me some tea?  

A some tea is the indirect object. 

B some tea is the direct object. 

C There is no object in the sentence. 

D None of the above. 

       2. I will get you something to drink. 

A You is the direct object. 

B Something is the indirect object. 



C Drink is the direct object. 

D You is the indirect object. 

       3. My mother told me an interesting story. 

A My mother is direct object. 

B An interesting story is direct object. 

C An interesting story is indirect object. 

D Me is direct object. 

       4. I asked him the reason for his pain. 

A Him is the direct object. 

B The reason is the indirect object. 

C The reason is the direct object. 

D Pain is the direct object. 

 

 

Fill in the blanks with appropriate conjunctions. 

(i) We started early _____________ we might not miss the show. (because/ so that / yet) 

(ii) I can help you _____________ you tell me the truth. (so / provided / unless) 

(iii) He is both scholarly _____________ cultured. (also / as well / as well as) 

(iv) He looks _____________ he is ill. ( as / though / as if) 

(v) You must apologize; _____________ you will be punished. (whether / but / otherwise) 

(vi) He tiptoed into the class _____________ he should disturb the students. (if / unless / lest) 

(vii) _____________ she was angry, she said nothing. (so/ If / Even if) 

(viii) We were tired _____________ we had been running for hours. (so / because / while) 

 

 Identify the highlighted parts of the sentences. Write P for a phrase, IC for independent clause, or DC for 

dependent or subordinate clause.  

 

1. Before Rocky starts his workout, he always does some stretching exercises. _________ 

2. We bought our new sofa during the sale at the local furniture store. ____________ 

3. Our choir went on a field trip to the senior citizens’ centre. ____________ 

4. We will be on time unless there is a traffic jam ____________ 

5. As Vicky loves classical, she attends every concert ____________ 

6. The mountain climber checked her equipment before she started up the slope ____________ 

7. The mice darted into their underground burrows as the owl dived at them. ____________ 

8. Since I first saw you, I have wondered if we ever met ____________ 

9. If Lane wants to play hockey, he will need to learn ice-skating ____________ 

10 “Over the river and through the woods to Grandmother’s house we’ll go!” ____________ 
  

 

 



1. Was the servant bringing tea?  

(A) Has tea bring brought by the servant?  

(B) Was tea being brought by the servant?  

(C) Is tea being brought by the servant?  

(D) Was tea bringing by the servant?  

 

 

2. I was writing an essay. 

(A) An essay was being written by me. 

(B) An essay was written by me. 

(C) An essay is being written by me. 

(D) None of these 

 

 

3. She looks after the child.  

(A) The child is looked after by her. 

(B) The child were looked after by her.  

(C) The child are looked after by her.  

(D) None of these 

 

 

4. He could not lift the box.  

(A) The box could not be lifted by him.  

(B) The box cannot be lift by him.  

(C) The box could not be lift by him.  

(D) The box cannot be lifted by him.  

 



 

5. She had cooked some dishes. 

(A) Some dishes had been cooked by her. 

(B) Some dishes was been cooked by her. 

(C) Some dishes have been cooked by her. 

(D) Some dishes has been cooked by her. 

 

 

 

Solve all the questions in your English notebook or take print-out and solve them. 

 


